
 

 

AIA Kinetic Terms of Use  

Please pardon us while we satisfy AIA's lawyers with some information about AIA Kinetic 
(AIAK) and your agreement in using AIAK.  For full, detailed documentation your lawyers will 
certainly enjoy reviewing, please scroll to the bottom of this screen. For a plain language 
summary, keep reading. 

Why AIAK? We created AIAK to help aspiring architects get better and to help people 
understand architects and architecture. We help each other, share insight with emerging 
professionals, and welcome others interested in our profession. AIAK was borne out of altruism 
and hope. So, don’t be mean or cruel, don’t do stupid stuff, and don’t abuse each other. Treat 
each other kindly and with respect.  

Ownership and Regulation. The American Institute of Architects (AIA) owns AIAK for the 
benefit of the Small Firm Round Table (SFRT).  As the name suggests, the AIA is organized in 
the United States and is subject to U. S. laws. We try to keep everything on the up and 
up.  Please do the same. We didn’t create AIAK for people outside the U. S., but you’re welcome 
to take a peek into what it’s like to practice architecture in the U. S. Just don’t do anything illegal 
where you live 

Changes. We’re always looking for ways to improve AIAK so expect it to change. Besides, 
lawyers are always changing things and all of us everywhere have to accept whatever they say 
about whatever we do whenever we do anything. AIAK and our users are no different.  

Intellectual Property. The information on AIAK is for everyone. Read it, share it with others, 
post links to it, and invite your friends to use it. But, don’t copy stuff from AIAK and pretend it’s 
yours. Where AIAK includes the work of others, we’ve asked for permission, or followed 
principles for “fair use of a copyrighted work” and attributed the work. AIAK original work is 
copyrighted and trademarked, which means you can’t use AIAK content, logo or graphics 
without permission. Write, draw, or create your own stuff and, if you want to share it with other 
AIAK users, let us know and we’ll take a look at it. If we use it, we’ll recognize you for it. 

Endorsement. AIAK includes a lot of articles, information by many authors, comments from 
users, recognition of supporters, links to other resources, and even some rewards for 



participation. However, don’t confuse presence on AIAK with endorsement by AIAK.  Author’s 
opinions and user comments are their own, not AIAK’s. And, just because AIAK includes links 
and advertisements from supporters, doesn’t mean AIAK endorses them. If we endorse 
something, or a particular point of view, we’ll let you know. Similarly, don’t use AIAK stuff to 
imply that we’ve endorsed something you’ve done, said, or written.  

User Contributions. We invite your contributions to AIAK. In fact, that’s one of the reasons we 
created it, so people can share information with others. Sometimes, we can even help make the 
information more accessible by screening, reviewing, editing, or even publishing it.  But, that 
doesn’t mean we have to, or that we’re responsible for it. We’re not. We may use anything you 
submit to AIAK, so don’t submit anything confidential or proprietary, and don’t post anything 
that’s illegal, or submit anyone else’s stuff as your own.  

Platform.  We designed the AIAK platform to display information and allow user interaction, 
easily. We know that some of you are way smarter than we are and can probably find a way to 
hack into AIAK and do evil things. Please don’t. Just use it the way it is intended, to share useful 
information with others and have interesting conversations about it.  Everyone wins. Don’t talk 
about things you shouldn’t, don't try to circumvent the system, and don't generally wreak havoc. 
Apply your creative energies elsewhere, or you’ll ruin it for everyone and we’ll have to cut you 
off. 

Disclaimers.  We make no claims about AIAK. There are no promises it will make you prettier, 
wealthier, or help you “win friends and influence people.” We don’t guarantee anything. We are 
not your attorney, accountant, counselor, banker, doctor, your confidant, or even your architect. 
If you need a professional, hire one. Make new friends. AIAK has been put together by a bunch 
of volunteers doing what little we can to improve our profession. We are not responsible for how 
you use AIAK, or even whether or not you do. Use it at your own risk.  

AIA Terms of Use/Privacy Policy - http://www.aia.org/about_privacy/AIAS078852 

AIA Social Media Program - http://www.aia.org/about/AIAB083072 
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